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Engagement will provide enhancements to communication tracking solutions for EMS first
responders
Outerlink Global Solutions, the leading satellite tracking and first-responder communications provider for
mixed air and ground fleets, has integrated its all-in-one communications system with Golden Hour, the only
patented, integrated solution for the emergency medical transportation industry, to provide one-way
communications tracking capabilities for EMS first responders.
Through this agreement, Golden Hour has built a software interface that integrates their Golden Hour Live
Dispatch Service with Outerlink’s CQ950 product line for EMS and first responders. This engagement will
allow current and future Golden Hour customers to enhance their existing product capabilities, and have a
more integrated and efficient communications system for their public safety tracking systems.
“Reliable communications tracking is vital for EMS first responders,” said Steve Durante, CEO of Outerlink.
“By integrating our proven hardware with Golden Hour’s industry-leading dispatch system, we will enable
Golden Hour customers to have the most innovative and reliable solution on the market.”
Golden Hour integrates dispatch, clinical charting, analytics and billing and collections into a single, holistic
service provided over the Internet for public safety first responders. The Golden Hour Dispatch Service
integrates all the complex functions of an air medical communications, dispatch and transfer center to
support multiple emergent and non-emergent patient transports.
“We look forward to expanding our working relationship with Outerlink and are confident that together we will
provide a premier solution for the first responder and air medical market,” said Eric Fleming, Vice President
of Technology Operations, Golden Hour. “This plug-and-play solution will allow Golden Hour to easily offer
enhanced capabilities to our customers while also upgrading the communications channels for their entire
fleet.”
For more information about Golden Hour, visit www.GoldenHour.com or contact at 858.768.2500.
- Corporate News/9-1-1magazine.com (via Outerlink, 2/7/13)
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